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Virtual Machine Design and Implementation in C/C++ (With CD-ROM)Wordware Publishing, 2002
This guide provides an in-depth look at the construction and underlying theory of a fully functional virtual machine and an entire suite of related development tools.

With the emergence of multiplatform production systems and network-centric computing, the software industry has witnessed the resurgence of the virtual machine. Rather than...
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HTML5 & CSS3 For The Real WorldSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2011

	Welcome to HTML5 & CSS3 for the Real World. We’re glad you’ve decided to join
	us on this journey of discovering some of the latest and the greatest in front-end
	website building technology.


	If you’ve picked up a copy of this book, it’s likely that you’ve dabbled to some degree
	in HTML and...
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Pro iOS Table Views: for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touchApress, 2012

	If you’re an iOS app developer, chances are you’ll be using table views somewhere in your development projects. Table views are the bread and butter of iOS apps. With them, you can create everything from the simplest of lists to fully tricked-out user interfaces. Table views are one of the more complex components found in UIKit....
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Financial Engineering with Finite Elements (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The pricing of derivative instruments has always been a highly complex and time-consuming activity. Advances in technology, however, have enabled much quicker and more accurate pricing through mathematical rather than analytical models. In this book, the author bridges the divide between finance and mathematics by applying this proven mathematical...
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Instant Cucumber BDD How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	A short and quick guide to mastering behavior-driven software development with Cucumber


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		A step-by-step process of developing a real project in a BDD-style using Cucumber
	
		Pro...
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XBOX 360 Forensics: A Digital Forensics Guide to Examining ArtifactsSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Game consoles have evolved to become complex computer systems that may contain evidence to assist in a criminal investigation. From networking capabilities to chat, voicemail, streaming video and email, the game consoles of today are unrecognizable from complex computer systems. With over 10 million XBOX 360s sold in the United States the...
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Windows Server 2012 Automation with PowerShell CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Automating server tasks allows administrators to repeatedly perform the same, or similar, tasks over and over again. With PowerShell scripts, you can automate server tasks and reduce manual input, allowing you to focus on more important tasks.


	Windows Server 2012 Automation with PowerShell will show several ways for a Windows...
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Managing Service Level Quality: Across Wireless and Fixed NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
UMTS as a technology allows for exciting new applications of some of the best ideas of services in the fixed telecoms, cellular/mobile telecoms, and internet environments, with many revolutionary new possibilities which simply do not exist in the current media and communications vehicles.The current worldwide interest in UMTS/3G is driven partly by...
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Applied Engineering Failure Analysis: Theory and PracticeCRC Press, 2015

	
		Applied Engineering Failure Analysis: Theory and Practice provides a point of reference for engineering failure analysis (EFA) cases, presenting a compilation of case studies covering a 35-year period, from the 1970s to 2012. This period spans the era from the time when slide rules were used routinely for...
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Successful Transposition of Lesson Study: A Knowledge Management Perspective (SpringerBriefs in Education)Springer, 2018

	
		This book analyses the organisation cultures that promote Japanese Lesson Study, identifies the soul of lesson study, which is missing in other cultures, and discusses the conditions for successfully transplanting the Lesson Study to other cultures. Adopting Nonaka and Tateuchi’s (1995) SECI knowledge creation model as the...
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Designing and Engineering Time: The Psychology of Time Perception in SoftwareAddison Wesley, 2008
This book was written with several practitioners and professionals in mind. The first group is the software engineers. Not everyone has had the opportunity (or wants) to take classes in human-computer interaction, usability, or user interface design, and not every company can afford to hire usability professionals to assist with optimizing the user...
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Broadband Network Architectures: Designing and Deploying Triple-Play ServicesPrentice Hall, 2007
“Network professionals who are looking to deploy triple-play service provider networks will find this book a useful tool.”
–Michael Newbery, IP Architect, TelstraClear Limited

 

“This  book provides a wealth of information on current and...
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